Coldingham Village Analysis of Results
1) Please state which community you’re Analysis is for? Tick or cross
a) Ayton b) Cockburnspath & Cove c) Coldingham d) Grantshouse e) Reston & Auchencrow f) St Abbs

1a) How many questionnaires completed for that
area?
Total No online = 98
Total No questionnaires = 50

Total = 148

2) Which of these services would you prefer to
have in the future?
142

a) Collecting prescriptions in Coldingham: = 142

PRESCRIPTIONS

b) Collecting prescriptions in Eyemouth: = 8

8

21

c) Having prescriptions delivered to you: = 21
COLDINGHAM

EYEMO UT H

DELIVERED

d) Other arrangements:
Happy to volunteer with prescription delivery
I do not mind, happy to travel for prescriptions
Centre point for prescriptions to be picked up/ drop off via Pharmacy
We have not always been able to collect for ourselves, but we have friends who are willing if we ask
Can be a volunteer for the prescriptions

3) If our communities were to buy the Coldingham Surgery building, what would you like to see it used for?
a) Wellness centre – 86
b) GP outreach clinic - 113
c) Pick up / drop off prescriptions - 120
d) Information/support meeting place - 46
e) physiotherapy - 79

Numbers
140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

f) optician services - 61
g) podiatry services - 75
h) yoga – 26
I)young person's support – 43 j) dementia care – 49 k) mindfulness – 31 l) parents support – 40
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m) other
Cafe for the play area/field
This space would be great as a cafe overlooking playpark, which could also be a meeting place for parents and be
a venue for other community activities (similar to Wishing Tree by the sea cafe in Lauderdale Park, Dunbar)
It could be used for so many community essentials...
I would like to know if the things offered in the Wellness Centre are free or NHS, and what kind of cost it would be
for any of the services
Speech and Language
Reflexology and other holistic therapies
Stroke / heart disease / Diabetes / conversations through befriending
Could be any business, not health related.
Paediatric support for children with extra medical needs e.g., speech therapy
I would like to see a range of services available to the wider community both private and NHS funded

Vaccination clinics
We don’t think the surgery building should try and cater for so many functions – but to stick to the most reliant and
locally useful ones.
As a community building it would be better to use it as a hub for many of the activities listed overleaf – and/or other
activities.
This could be any collection point i.e., post office, spar etc.
There is a possibility that people may wish to see the building being used as a community hub for provision of
alternative/complimentary therapies. If this happens, I would not be happy with the name ‘wellness centre’ since
such therapies would be commercial enterprises with little evidence based for health outcomes. This is also why I
did not tick Mindfulness.
Dentistry
A parent/pre-school facility (creche/toddlers/early years) play, meeting place and support for parents. Possibly include parent workshops.

Bereavement counselling or bereavement support group.
4) Can you or anyone in your household
volunteer?

Numbers

a) No of people willing to volunteer – 45

b) No of people who are not in a position to
volunteer online - 77
Volunteer

Not Volunteer
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5) If your answer to 4 is Yes, you could help?
All Offers/suggestions
Website / social media
Fundraising
Data collection
Socials, web, fliers, admin
Voluntary dropping off medications, picking up prescriptions, picking up people for Dr's and clinic visits.
It’s not a definite no - just not sure what could commit to just now
I would be happy to help update via social media
Social media, website,admin - flexible.
Flier distribution
Home working via computer, Having an op
General maintenance, IT infrastructure
Admin/book keeping
flier distribution, any admin or data collection
Keep informed
Would like to design a suitable poster to be widely displayed and sold for funds for this enterprise. They would pay
for the printing and production of fifty (50) copies. Initially the design would be shown to the steering group for comment and approval.
Printing facilities
Funding from area partnership funds, lottery fund, Borderland’s fund
Flier distribution
6) The box below is for you to add your own comments…
Comments:
I think the wellness centre is a great idea. I could help with flier distribution only.

It’s a great idea in theory. Multi-purpose buildings are to be encouraged as a flexible space to adapt to changes in
the future. Running costs need a lot of planning and continuing funding.
Applaud that this is being considered as an option.
I'd like to be kept up to date with these matters. I would like to see the surgery become a pharmacy with full chemist facilities similar to the one in Chirnside. Quite some years ago a company specialising in this form of business
in remote areas threatened to invade Coldingham and Newcastleton. In the latter case the firm succeeded. It may
be that they will be happy to reconsider and arrive here in the new circumstances. Alternatively, perhaps the Eyemouth pharmacy will contemplate a branch. This would obviate having to travel to Eyemouth or Berwick for the
simplest over-the-counter medication, etc and could provide employment for somebody. I accept that without assistance from one or other of these businesses there is little hope of finding a pharmacist to work in the village. The
population of Chirnside is twice that of Coldingham though that of Newcastleton is about the same possibly suggesting a shop could be successful here.
Coldingham is lacking a good quality cafe and this could be an ideal location (Luckenbooth is a post office with
disappointing opening hours and vending machine coffee, not regarded as good quality cafe)
Such a terrible worry for so many to have no community health surgery for wellbeing and medication pick-ups.
Breaking a beautiful community who support each other.
Great ideas. Definitely be great to save the building for community
Thanks for thinking of this.
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Great idea, better to use the building for the community as a community asset for all.
With three young children I feel very isolated here (outside of Coldingham). My youngest needs more medical
support and a local centre would make everything much better. I can help when they are older.
Providing services within the village is an essential part of enabling people to live in their own homes as they age as well as providing much-needed support that is usually in short supply in rural communities for young people and
parents.
Would like the surgery to open up again a new surgery with new doctors.

Community health space - physical and mental, young and old.
Great start
Badminton club, dancing etc for kids in the village hall.
We live 10 miles from Eyemouth so Coldingham is much more convenient.
So pleased to hear something is being done about the loss of facilities in Coldingham. It’s a slippery slope, first the
GP surgery, next it’ll be the post office and /or bus service.
My wife and I are in our 80’s. Unfortunately, health problems stop us offering help.
Because I’m old I am worried about the winter. I am so glad you are trying to help us. It would be nice to have
somewhere to get help. Thank you
I don’t see how there can already be a steering committee when there have been no public meetings and no voting
in of members of the committee. Brechin Healthcare serves a population of around 7900, previous users of our
surgery were about 2400, I feel the money raised to buy and subsequently maintain this property could be better
spent providing the intended services at existing venues.
None of these – do not want a wellness centre. The only thing most people in Coldingham want is the
re-establishment of full GP services in the village.
The practice was closed because the senior partner in the practice wants to run the practice as a business and not
as a service. Asking residents to go to Eyemouth Health Centre where appointments are as rare as hen’s teeth is
a nonsense, apart from that, users of public transport facing long waits outside EHC before their appointment or
after it.
The community building must not impact current hall, deliver services currently unavailable in village
While this proposal is well intentioned, I do not see it as a viable
Already have local services for some of possible services. People will lose jobs
I feel that most of the suggested schemes are financially unrealistic. But it would be very helpful to pick up/ drop off
prescriptions in Coldingham - rather than trailing twice to Eyemouth.
I applaud your efforts and wish you well, but as long as a named partner has any influence over the building, the
owner will do everything in their power to thwart your efforts – they could not bear the thought of the (ex) surgery
surviving in any caring/medical use/ sorry, but that is the way the owner is.
The ultimate need is for a GP service if this is in any way possible.
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